
ever, it has been shown that the change in myocardialwall
thickness is approximately linear to the change in maxi
mum counts extracted from the same myoc@trdialregion
(2), making the measurement of left-ventricular wall thick
ening a possibility using a multiple gated SPECT acquisi
tion and @â€˜@â€˜Tc-sestamibimyocardialperfusion studies (3).
Count-based methods of measuring wall thickening have
been applied to @â€˜@Tc-sestamibi-gatedplanar studies
(4â€”8), @@@bTc@gatedSPECT studies (3), â€˜3N-gatedPET
studies (9,10), and 20111-gatedSPECF studies (11).

We have developed and reported(12â€”15)a count-based
method to extract systolic wall-thickening (SW!') from

@â€œTc-sestamibi-gatedSPEC'T studies using eight frames
per cardiaccycle, but there have been some questions and
concerns raised over both the count-based methodology
and the relatively small numberof frames per cardiac cy
dc. To address these concerns, we developed a simulation
study based on wall-thickness data obtained from ultra
sonic crystals implanted in a normal canine myocardium.
This paper will present the results from this simulation
study, and address the following questions: (1) What errors
are associated with calculating SWT using an eight-frame
gated SPEC!' acquisition?; (2) What errors are associated
with calculating SWT using the first harmonic of a fast
Fourier transform (FF1') as an approximation of SWT?;
and (3) Can SWT be accurately measured in regions of
hypoperfused myocardium?

MATERIALSAND METHODS

CanIne Data
Myocardialwall-thickness data were obtained from a normal

canine model, usingopposed ultrasoniccrystals implantedacross
the thickness of the myocardium. One cardiac cycle of the wall
thickness data was digitized from a strip-chart recording originat
ingat peakleftventricularpressurechange(dp/dt,Fig. 1). This
curve was digitized using 61 points and linearly interpolated to 64

points. The resultingcurve was then shiftedsuch that the begin
flingof the curve was at the beginningof the R-Rinterval(Fig. 2).
This interpolatedcanine curve provideda normalwall thickening
templatewith a temporalresolutionnot achievablewith gated
SPECT.

The high countyieldsof @Fc-sestamit@make possiblethe
acquisitionof multiplegated SPECT studieswith relativelyhigh
countdensities.By reonentingthesestudiesintogatedshort
axisslices,andextractingthethree-dimensionalmyocardialper
fusion distribution,we can study wall thickeningusing an ampli
tudeandphaseanalysismethodologythatexaminesthechange
in countsthroughoutthe cardiaccyde. Therehavebeentwo
main concernsraisedabout this count-basedtechnique:(1)
What effect does the sampling rate have on the calculationof
systolicwallthickening?and(2)Whateffectdoescountdensity
haveonthecalculationofsystolicwallthickening?Methods:We
designeda simulationstudyusingmyocardialwall thickening
dataobtainedfromultrasoniccrystalsimplantedin the myocar
diumofa normalcanine.Thisdatawasmodifiedto producewall
thickeningcurveswithvariouspercentsystolicwall thickening
measurements, sampling rates and count densities. Results:
The resultsshowthat usingat leasteightframesper cardiac
cyde, systolic wall thickening can be calculated with enough
accuracyto separatenormalpatientsfromthosewithcardiac
dysfunction,evenin areasof hypoperfusedmyocardium.Also,
the results show the importanceof calculatingand interpreting
phase (onsetof contraction)information.Conclusions: This
count-basedtechniquecontinuesto showpromiseas a toolfor
calculatingsystolic wall-thickeningfrom multiple gated myocar
dial perfusion SPECT studies, but needs to be validated in a
prospective muW-centertrial before being applied in a dinical
sethng.

Key Words:systolicwallthickening;firstharmonicanalysis;
phaseandamplitudeanalysis;technetium-99mmyocardialper
fusionstudies;fastFouriertransform
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ith the limited resolution of cardiac SPEC!' studies,
it is not possible to accurately measure the wall thickness
of the left-ventricle using geometric methods (1). How
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FiGURE 1. Originalwall-thickeningcurve,digitizedto 61 pdnts
froma strip-chartrecording.

Patient Data
Gatedmyocardialperfusiondistributionsfrom10normalmale

volunteers were analyzed to determine the amount of noise and

averagepeakcountdensitypresentin normalstudies.Usingthis
data alongwith the caninewallthickeningtemplate,wallthicken
ing curves representative of normal human studies were created
by scaling and shifting the template to reflect the average peak
count density found in the male volunteers. These male volun
teers had <5%likelihoodofcoronaryarterydisease(CAD)andan
average age of 47 Â±9 yr, with a range of 35â€”62yr. They were
imagedusinga standard 1-day @Tc-sestamibiclinicalprotocol,
which has been describedpreviously(16). This protocolconsisted
of injecting8 mCi of @Tcat rest, followed in 3 hr by 22 mCi of
99mTc at peak stress and acquiring the images using a high-reso

lutioncollimator,64 x 64matrix,64stopsover180Â°(25sec/stop
forrest;20sec/stopforstress),andECGgatingofthe stressstudy
(8 frames/cardiac cycle).

For myocardialperfusionevaluation,all of the gatedplanar
projections were added together as though the study had been

ESC
EDC = I Sw1'

acquirednongated, and prefilteredusing a Butterworthfilterwith
high-resolutioncharacteristics (cutoff = 0.52 cycles/cm, power
factor = 5). A differentButterworthfilter, with lower resolution
characteristics,was used to pre-filterthe multiplegated myocar
dialperfusionSPEC!' study (cutoff = 0.4 cycles/cm, power factor
= 10). Gated short-axis slices were obtained by reconstructing

and reorienting the gated planar projections obtained from the
eight-framegated acquisition.

Eachof theeightshort-axisdatasetswasreframedusinga 2 by
1 methodology, i.e., for each short-axis dataset, slices 1 and 2
were addedtogetherto forma new slice 1, slices 2 and3 were
added together to form a new slice 2, etc. Using these reframed
datasets, the three-dimensional maximal-count perfusion distribu
tionwas extractedusinga previouslydescribedthree-dimensional
hybrid samplingscheme that samples the apical portion of the
myocardium in spherical coordinates, and the remaining portion
ofthe myocardiumin cylindricalcoordinates(16,17). The average
end-systolic maximal counts for the 10 normal male volunteers,
for 8 frames/cardiaccycle, was 199andwas used as the standard
for normalwall thickening(for simplicity, this will be roundedto
200).

SImulationMethodology
To assess the errorsinvolvedin count-basedwall thickening

measurements, simulationswere done by varying several param
eters: (1)numberof frames/cardiaccycle; (2)end-systoliccount
density; (3) systolic wall-thickeningpercent; and (4) region size.

A simulationconsistedof thefollowingsteps:(1)samplingthe
canine wall thickeningtemplateto producea curve of the desired
frames/cardiac cycle; (2) scaling and shifting this curve to reflect

the desired systolic wall thickening and end-systolic count den
sity; (3) adding random noise; (4) constructing a region of the
desirednumberofpixels; and(5)performinga Fourieranalysison
the pixels in the regionandcalculatingan averagepercentsystolic
wallthickeningforthe region.

To producesimulationsat differentframes/cardiaccycle, the
canine wall thickening template of 64 points was summed to
produce a curve with the correct numberof frames/cardiaccycle
and correspondingcounts. For instance, to produce a simulation
at 8 frames/cardiaccycle, the counts fromthe first8 points of the
64-point template were summed together to produce the first
point, the counts fromthe second 8 pointswere summedtogether
to producethe second point, continuingon, resultingin a curve of
8 points. Using a predetermined end-systolic count density (se
lected as a percentage of the average end-systolic counts in the
normal male patients) and % SWT, the end-systolic counts (ESC)

and end-diastoliccounts (EDC) were calculated from the follow
ing formulas:

ESC = 200n, Eq. 1

Eq.2

wheren is the percentageof the averageESC fromthe normal
volunteers.

The interpolatedcurve (corrected for the desired number of
frames/cardiaccycle) was then scaled and shifted such that the
end-systolic and end-diastolic counts were equal to those calcu
lated using the formulas above. Gaussian-distributed,count-dc
pendent noise was then added to each point in the curve. This

24 32 40

samples per R-R interval

FiGURE 2. Originalwall-thickeningcurve, interpolatedto 64
_s andshiftedsothatthe beginningofthe A-A intervalwasatthe
origin.
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UsingEquation3, noisewas added to each point in the curve
by the following formulas:

% RMS x cts
o.= , Eq.4

100%

cwn=go+cts, Eq.5

whereo@is thestandarddeviationof theRMSerror;g is a Gaus
sian-distributedrandomnumberwith a mean of 0 and a standard
deviation of 1; and cwn is the counts of the same pixel after noise
has been added.

To simulatethe filteringthattakesplacein the clinicalstudy,
nine curves were created using the above techniques and placed
into a [3 x 3 x no. of frames/cardiaccycle] data volume. For
instance, at 8 frames/cardiac cycle this data volume would consist
of 8 frames,witheachframecontainingninepixels(arrangedina
3 x 3 matrix) and corresponding to one-eighth of the cardiac
cycle. Each frame in this data volume was then spatially
smoothed using the following 3 x 3 lowpass filterkernel:

121
242.
121

The regionalmyocardialcountvariationthroughoutthe cardiac
cyclewas createdby extractingthe center curveout of the above
filtered data volume for each pixel in the region. For example, if
a regionof 10 pixels was desired, then 10 datavolumes would be
createdandthecentercurvefromeachfiltereddatavolumewould
be extractedto formthe 10-pixelregion.

Oncetheregionwas constructed,a one-dimensionalFF1'was
calculatedfor each pixel in the region. The techniqueof applying
the FFT to extract amplitudeand phase informationfrom gated
cardiac studies to assess myocardialkinematicswas first pro
posed by Adam et al. (18) and furtherdescribed by Links et al.
(19). We have applied this technique to assess SWT using the
amplitude(amp)of thefirstharmonic,andtheDCcomponentas
follows(Fig.4):

FIGURE 4. Graph shov@@ngthe wall
thickeningdatadown-sampledtoeightsam
pIes(dottedlinewithmarkers).Thefirsther
monic of the correspondingFF1 is also
shown(solidline),alongwith the DC corn
ponentof the FFT (dashedline).Twicethe
amplitudeof the first harmonicof the FFTis
usedas an approximationof an Indexpro
por@onalto wall thickening.The phaseshift
of the first harmonicIs usedas the onsetof
contraction.
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FiGURE 3. PercentAMS ndse measuredin the scansofthe 10
normalmalevolunteers(solidline).An exponentialfit of thisdata is
shownin the dashedline.

noise was based on that measured from the gated three-dimen
sional myocardial perfusion distributions extracted from the
short-axisslicesof the 10normalmalevolunteers.Excludingthe
first three apical maximal count pmfiles and the last three basal
maximal count profiles, percent error (noise) was calculated as the
standarddeviation of the maximalcounts remainingin the sam
pled myocarclialpixels dividedby the averagecountsin those
pixels,for each gateof each normalvolunteer.Therewere a total
of 80 points (10 normals x 8 gates/normal),which were grouped
into 13groupsof similarcount-densities,with statistics performed
on these groups. Figure 3 shows average counts from each of
these 13groups plotted againstpercent RMS noise. An exponen
tial fit was applied to these groups, which yielded the following
equation:

% RMS = 27.35e OOO3@5S, Eq. 3

where%RMSis the %root meansquareerrorandcts is the
counts of the pixel before noise has been added.

8

time (R-R Interval)
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No.of
pixelsin
regicnEnd

systolic
counts(%)SWI (%)Frames

per
cardiac

cycle55%0.01%41010%1%82525%5%165050%10%3275100%20%

40%64

TABLE 1
SimulationParametersVaried to Generate750 Different

Cases

2amp
%SWF= xlOO%.

(DC â€”amp)

This equation is equivalent to:

ESC- EDC
%SWF= xlOO%.

EDC

Phase (onset of contraction)was calculatedas the phase shiftof
the first harmonicof the FFT, also shown in Figure4.

Afterthe SWTandphasewere determinedforeachpixelin the
region, an average SWT and phase were calculated for the entire
region. This average region calculationwas then repeated 100
times to get an overall average and standarddeviation for both
phase and SWT (randomnoise was the only differencebetween
repetitions). This overall average and standard deviation repre
sents the expected spread of results if the same patient had been
imaged 100 times.

Therewereatotalof75,000simulationsdone.Thisconsistedof
750 different cases, where each case was run 100times and aver
aged as described above. The parameters that were varied to
generate the 750 cases are shown in Table 1. Because of space
limitations, we will only report the results from a subset of 135
cases (outof the 750)that are morelikelyto be of use in a clinical
setting, or that show a trend in the data. This subset of cases
consisted of: (1) samplingrates of 8, 16 and 32 frames/cardiac
cycle, sincemostinstitutionshavetheabilityto acquire8 and16
frames/cardiac cycle; 32 frames/cardiac cycle was included to
representthe â€œbestâ€•we could hope for with currenttechnology;
(2) region sizes of 5, 25 and 75 pixels, representing approximately
1/120, 1/24, and 1/8 of the myocardium,respectively (Fig. 5); (3)
countdensitiesof 10,50and200counts/pixel(thisis equivalentto
5%, 25%and 100%of the averagepeakend-systoliccountden
sity, at 8 frames/cardiac cycle, of the 10normal male volunteers),
which was adjusted for the sampling rate, i.e., 200 counts/pixel at
8 frames/cardiac cycle is equal to 50 counts/pixel at 32 frames/
cardiac cycle; and (4) actual SWT of 0% (0.01% was used to
approximate 0%, to avoid math overflow errors), 10%, 20% and
40%. The SWT percentageswere chosenbasedon an average
myocardialwall thicknessof 10mm, therefore40%SWTresults
in 4 mm of thickening, which is considered to be normal (20); 20%
SWT results in 2 mm of thickening, which is considered to be
abnormal; 10% SWT results in 1 mm of thickening, which is
considered to be grossly abnormal;and 0%SWTwas includedto
see what effect noise had on the count-based method. These
selectedparametersare describedin the followingsection.
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RESULTS

Figure 6 shows the results of calculating count-based
SWTusingthe selectedparametersdescribedabove. Each
bar represents the average SWT over 100 separate runs,
where the correspondingerrorbarrepresents one standard
deviation of the SWT over the 100 runs. For instance, the
case of 8 frames/cardiaccycle with 5-pixel regions at 40%
SWTand 10counts/pixelhad a simulatedaverage% SWT
of 47 Â±7 over 100 separate runs. A general trend can be
seen in that higher count densities and sampling at greater
frames/cardiaccycle yield calculated SWT values that are
closer to the actualSWTvalues. Notice thatas actual SWT
decreases, there aregreaterdifferencesbetween calculated
SWT at the different count densities (this is especially

Eq. 6 evident at 8 frames/cardiac cycle). Notice also that the
main difference region size makes at a particular sampling
rate is widening of the error bars as the region size gets
smaller.

7 Figure 7 showsfive histogramsof phasescalculatedat 8
Eq. frames/cardiac cycle, 200 counts/pixel, and over 40%,

20%, 10%, 0%, and â€”10% (paradoxical thickening or thin
ning) SWT. Each of the histogramswas produced by corn
puting 10,000 separate runs for each SWT and creating a
histogram of the resulting phases (10,000 runs were used to
reduce variations that can occur when only a few runs are
done). The â€œcorrectâ€•phase was assumed to be the peak of
the 40%SWT histogram,foundto be 132Â°.The two lines on
eitherside of this peak represent Â±90Â°,which is assumed to
include all ofthe phases associated with positive wall thick
cuing. The percent of positive phases gives the percent of
the 10,000 phases that fall within this positive wall-thick
ening region. Notice how the peak spreads out as SWT is
decreased. Nevertheless, even at 10% SWT, 95% of the
phases are still associated with positive thickening, as op
posed to 0%SWT, where the phases are randomlydistrib
uted with half of the phases associated with positive thick
ening and halfwith negative thickening.Also notice that at
â€”10% SWT, which is actually wall thinning, only 2.4% of

the phases fell within the positive wall-thickeningregion.
Figure8 shows the percent of positive phases (described

in Fig. 7) for all of the selected parameters. The peak phase
and Â±90Â°limits were found for each sampling rate by
computing a phase histogram for 10,000 runs at each sam

pling rate at 40% SWT, 200 (or equivalent) counts/pixel.
The peak phases were found to be: 132Â°at 8 frames/cardiac
cycle, 142Â°at 16 frames/cardiac cycle and 148.5Â°at 32
frames/cardiaccycle. Notice that in contrast to Figure 6,
count density has less of an effect on the percentof positive
phases and that smaller regions and decreased SWT result
in increasing the standard deviation associated with the
percent of positive phases. Not shown in this figureare the
results from 10 pixel regions. Table 2 shows the average
percent of positive phases and standarddeviations associ
ated with these percentages for 10 pixel regions, and 8
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curate, the phases of the region surroundingthe point in
question must be examined. The size of the region should
be greater than five pixels, with better results obtained by
using larger regions.

These simulations suggest that if the surroundingregion
has a Gaussiandistributionwiththe majority(>75%) of the
phases within the â€œpositiveâ€•region, then the SWT mea
surement can be assumed to be accurate. If the surround
mg region has a random, uniform distribution with only
50% Â±15% of the phases within the positive region, then
the SWT measurement should be assumed to be due to
noise, and indicative of absent SW!'. Lastly, if the sur
rounding region has a Gaussian distributionwith 20% or
less of the phases within the positive region, then the SWT
measurement can be assumed to be accurately represent
ing wall thinning(negative SWT) ratherthan wall thicken
ing.

Our results shown in Figure 7, which describe how the
phase distributionbroadens as SWT decreases, are consis
tent with those obtained from Schwaiger et al. (21) who
correlated ejection fraction with phase analysis of radionu
cide ventriculograrns. Their results showed that as left
ventricular function decreased, the standard deviation of

frames/cardiac cycle.
across three different
counts/pixel).

DISCUSSION

The simulation described above was designed to study
the limitationsand errors involved in calculatingSWT and
the onset of SWT (phase) using a count-based method. In
particular,we wanted to address three questions: (1) What
errorsare involved in acquiring8 frames/cardiaccycle? (2)
What errors are involved in using the first harmonic of the
FFr; and (3) Can a count-based method accurately detect
swrinhypoperfusedmyocardium?

The results presented above demonstrate that the mod
eled errors associated in acquiring8 frames/cardiaccycle
and calculating SWT using the first harmonic of the FFT
are small enough to allow separation of patients with car
diac dysfunction from normals. Even in areas of hypoper
fused myocardium, SWF may be accurately determined if
the distributionof phases is interpretedproperly. This was
demonstrated in Figures 7 and 8 and Table 2, which
showed how the percent of positive phases varied with
SWT. Therefore, to determine if a calculatedSWT is ac

These averages were calculated
count densities (200, 50 and 10
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FiGURE 6. Count-based %
systolic wall thickening and
slsndard de@ation(error bars)
shownas a functionof frames/
cardiac cycle, region size and
actual%systollcwallthickening.
The errorbars representone
standarddeviationof each pa
rameter calculated from per
forming 100 consecutiveruns
with random noise added to
each run. Count density refers
to eight frames/cardiaccycle.
Countdensitiesfor other frame
rateswerescaledappropriately.

the phase distributionincreased. This increase in standard
deviation was seen in patients with and without CAD and
was attributed to the amount of statistical noise present
when the activity in the LV is low, or when the amplitude
of activity changes is small.

Several investigators have validated a count-based
method of calculatingSWT as a measure ofleft ventricular
function, similar to the method we described in this paper.

Althoughour simulationwas ofgated myocardialperfusion
SPEC!' data, these investigators varied in their imaging
technique or their assessment of myocardial function.

Kahn et al. (3), using @â€œ@Tc-gatedSPEC!', found that semi
quantitative assessment of SWT correctly identified 29/31
reversible perfusion defects. Technetium-99m-gated planar

studies have been used by Marcassaet al. (4) to show that
count-based SWT, measured in 10 normalvolunteers, cor
related veiy well with geometric methods applied to both
cineCTandMRl.

Marzullo et al. (7) showed good agreement (88%) be
tween count-based SWT and wall motion measured by
contrast ventriculography. Pace et al. (8) demonstrated
that count-based SWT improved in 6/6 patients who un
derwent angioplasty. Nitrogen-13-gated PET studies have
been used by Yamashita et al. (9) to show that in five
normalmales, count-based SWT correlatedwell with that
calculated from MRI (r = 0.84) and in 16 male patients with
CAD, count-basedSWT agreedwellwith wall motion as
sessed with conventional left ventriculography.This group
has also shown that in 26 male patients with CAD, count
based SWT correlated well with stress-induced ischemia
and FDG accumulation.
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icated on the observation that a change in wall thickness is
directly proportional to a change in counts throughout the
cardiac cycle (2). This proportionality is better maintained
when imagingwith a spatial resolution which is low corn
paredto myocardialwall thickness (i.e., wall thickness less
than twice the resolution). This proportionalityis also bet
ter maintained when measuring SWT in regions of the
myocardium which are relatively uniform and do not ex
hibit significant shape distortions as might occur with in
farction. The additional error in %SWT associated when
imagingwith higherresolution or when imaginga distorted
myocardial wall has not been included in our calculations
but is the topic of other reports (22,23).

CONCLUSIONS
This simulation suggests that multiplegated SPED.'

studies can be routinelyacquiredwith an adequatenumber
of frames/cardiaccycle to accuratelymeasure SWT using a
count-based technique. Our results show that even at 8
frames/cardiaccycle, and in simulatedhypoperfused myo
cardium when phase information is taken into account, the
measurement of SWT should be accurate enough to iden
tify patients with cardiac dysfunction. These are encour
aging results, but must be interpreted cautiously, as this
simulation was performed on animal data and should be
validated in a prospective, multicenter trial before being
applied in the clinical setting. This count-based technique
continues to show promise as a clinical tool, and could
potentially allow clinicians to assess both myocardial per
fusion and function from a single SPEC!' study.

Umitatlons of this Study
Some limitations of this study should be noted. This

simulationwas accomplished using data from a single nor
ma!dog and needs clinical validation in a prospective mul
ticenter trialwhere the in vivo effects of three-dimensional
cardiac motion, partial volume elements, cardiac cycle
variable attenuation and variable functional states can be
included. Also, we chose to investigate 8 frames/cardiac
cycle for several reasons: (1) most nuclear medicine corn
puters can acquire an 8-frame gated SPED.' study; (2)
there is a signfficantreduction in storage needs and recon
structiontime when only 8 frames are acquired;and (3) the
count density (counts/pixel) is greater when 8 frames are
acquired (versus 16 or 32) over an average acquisition time
of approximately 30 min (the average acquisition time of
most myocardial perfusion SPECT protocols).

Importantly, the accuracy of the results obtained is pred

TABLE 2
AveragePercentofPositivePhaseswithStandardDe@ations

for a Ten-Pixel Region at Eight Frames/CardiacCyde for
Various SWT Measurements
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